3 Spiritual Pilgrimages to Eternal Egypt 2012
Tour 1:June - Evoking the Gods & Goddesses of Eternal Egypt
Tour 2: Oktober – Initiation on the Nile
Tour 3: November - 9 Star Temples of Ancient Egypt
v/ Derek Seagrief & Younes Rejser Aps

Cairo-Aswan-White Desert-Anafora Coptic Retreat Center

Mandag 4 June to Søndag 17 June 2012 – 14 Days
-

3 nights in Cairo
2 nights in Aswan
4 nights in White Desert & Oasis
4 nights in Anafora Coptic Retreat Center
Price: 15,500 Dkr. Deposit of 2500 Dkr.to secure your participation.
Flight, transport, shared accommodation, Guides & entrance into all
archeological sites – plus, All meals included.

Tour 1 has been specially designed to utilize the unique planetary energies that are available
during early June 2012. As you read this text, you will come to better understand why we travel to
the White Desert region of Egypt and the marvelous Coptic Retreat Center, north of Cairo, to enjoy
a very special inner & outer journey and spiritual Pilgrimage.
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We have called this Tour: “Evoking the Gods & Goddesses of Ancient Egypt”. No God or Goddess of
Ancient Egypt was truly a universal energy without carrying the sign of the Ankh – The Key of Life.
And as you look upon the Ankh or looped cross, found throughout Egypt, you will recognize that
this is a symbol for the planet Venus – planet for Love, Beauty, shared creativity, cooperation, unity
& marriage.
The Heavens can always inspire and unify our vision, and the transit of Venus, when she is seen to
cross the face of the Sun, is certainly one of the key astrological features of the year 2012. This will
be exact on June 6th. at almost 16-degrees Gemini – and is a rare event. It is a transit that
symbolizes a re-evaluation of our world and its motivations, since Venus will be retrograde.
Retrograde motion means turning inward and the journey through the Underworld. 2012
represents a further acceleration of the Great Awakening and completes the 8-year initiatory
window we are experiencing.
Since the last Venus occultation occurred in 2004, there seems to have been a pronounced rise in
global concerns surrounding climate change, sustainable energy, and the world economy. During
these past 8 years, the rise of social networking, Facebook (2004) and Twitter (2006) has
contributed to great cultural shifts, as we are now connected like never before. Venus is the planet
of social contact, contact with Nature, the planet of Creativity & the Powers of Attraction. She has
the most magical of all planetary cycles. She creates a 5 pointed Pentagram Star in the heavens
with her five retrograde points within 8 years. The Pentagram is a powerful symbol both for
Initiation (i.e. going in), Protection and for Manifestation.
June 2012 is one of those rare planetary events. The next time this Venus transit cross the face of
the Sun occurs will be in 105 years – December 2017! And the one before 2004 & 2012 occurred in
1882! Since about 303 AD the Venus transits have been occurring in pairs and will continue to do
so through to the year 3956. The last Venus Passage (pair) occurred in 1874 & 1882 and the next
pair will occur in 2117 & 2125. Each Venus transit has its own unique Path, yet for hundreds of
years they have been occurring in the signs of Gemini and its polar opposite sign Sagittarius. Thus
these Venus passages over the face of the Sun alternate between these two signs in an elegant
consistent pattern. Clearly these Cosmic Designs are educating us in unfolding evolutionary trends.
Now although the majority of people prefer not to build bridges into the surrounding inner worlds,
it is exactly this attitude which had led our societies to the global challenges we now have to face
with awareness and consciousness.
The symbolism of the Twins in Egyptian Cosmology is very ancient, as they were the Guardians of
the Heavenly regions, the Creator Gods, Shu & Tefnut, separating Heaven from Earth, which gave
rise to male & female expression. Indeed, all the Egyptian Gods are “paired” up, married with each
other i.e. Isis with Osiris, Horus with Hathor, Set with Nepthys, Ptah & Sekhmet etc. And this is
something that we shall explore during our travels because it represents a major Key to the
understanding of their Cosmology – and of life itself!
Sagittarius is linked with the One-pointedness of the arrow, duality now integrated and ascending
towards its goal. Gemini is also linked with axial rotation of our Earth, so that the light of the Sun
reaches every part of the planet, whereas Sagittarius is linked with the axial rotation of our entire
solar system around the Galactic center located at 26-degrees of The Archer. The Venus Passages
occur at the Galactic edge and so let us know that this extraordinary time for Initiation reaches
beyond our Galaxy and extends far into the Universe. Planet Earth and the Solar System is coming
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into a galactic synchronization with the rest of the Universe. This cycle has taken 26,000 years to
complete. We know that we are living in a period of radical change.
Historically Venus transits over the face of the Sun have marked significant cultural changes around
the world. Clearly it is no accident that we have chosen to be here on Earth at this time as witness
to this Grand Cosmic unfolding. Our conscious participation, appreciation and awareness of these
events help determine what is now seeking manifestation through what we are imagining and
energizing in our hearts & minds. As Carl Jung reminded us, it is essential as conscious participants
with this significant turning of the great galactic wheel that we “dream the dream onward”.
The Mayans, Toltecs & Aztec civilizations of South America & Mexico, as well as the Ancient
Egyptians closely tracked the Venus cycle and the transits of Venus over the Sun because they
knew these transits marked major shifts in the collective experience. The Mayan 5 th. World
finished in 1987 and the 6th. World starts in 2012. So we are currently “between worlds”. This time
can be called the Time of Revealing. This means that the real truth will be revealed. It is also the
time for us to work through “our stuff”, both individually and collectively. The Mayan Sixth World
is actually blank – this means that it is up to us, as co-creators, to start creating the new world and
civilization we want now. The Ancient Egyptians emphasized the same teaching in their Star
Wisdom. They showed that the Gods are not brought down to Earth – rather, we are raised to the
Gods. This is symbolized through the unifying principle of the Ankh, the marriage between our
everyday world and the universal. There is much to enjoy from experiencing the ancient Egyptian
culture regarding the Sun & Venus relationship, for one of the Sun-God Ra’s Eyes was given to his
beloved daughter Hathor (representing Venus) for safe-keeping. Each traveler will receive a
mythical story to unravel, for this will become one of the Keys to explore during our Journey.
There is indeed something extraordinary special about the start of June 2012 and the stimulus to
the zodiacal sign of Gemini reveals to us that there will be a flourishing of new ideas, discoveries
and connections.
Words convey information – symbols evoke experience and understanding. We take a symbol to be
something that stands for something else. In Ancient Egypt, symbolism was a language, a precise
science. It is often said that the human being is made in the image of God and that to understand
the Universe is to explore deeply into one’s innermost Self. When we ask “Who is God?”, we are
really asking, “What is God?”. The name does not tell us anything – one can only define “God”
through the multitude of “His-Her” attributes/qualities/powers/actions. And the more we learn of
these qualities (i.e. the different Gods & Goddesses of Egypt), the closer we are getting to our
Divine origin.
The entire Tour 1 is therefore designed with this as the main focus – assisting each traveler to
become the chosen instrument for one of the Gods or Goddesses during our 14 Day Journey.
And as we travel through Egypt to experience the many colours and richness of a civilization whose
Light continues to shine and inspire generation after generation – we may indeed find ourselves
becoming a GOLDEN ANKH KEY OF LIGHT & LIFE. Could we today, build a culture that would last
thousands of years? What if we perceive that what for us today is a problem, had already been
solved by the ancient Egyptians?
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We shall be enjoying Shamanic Egyptian Astrology, Group Rituals and Meditations, as we make
attunement to the Gods & Goddesses of Ancient Egypt, and make space in our everyday lives to
welcome these transformative energies. We will be visiting some incredibly powerful energy places
to experience the Inner Egypt. Come and join us during these increased days of Light during the
magical month of June 2012 for an unforgettable 14-Day Adventure discovering Eternal Egypt!

______________________________________________________
TRAVEL SCHEDULE FOR TOUR 1:
Day 1: Mandag 4 June
Departure from Kastrup kl.14.45 direct with Egypt Air to Cairo.
Arriving circa kl.21 for check-in at Hotel.

Day 2: Tirsdag 5 June
After early breakfast, morning visit to Giza & the Great Pyramid, Sphinx and Sakkara
Neocropolis. Group Ritual.

Day 3: Onsdag 6 June
Early morning visit to Meidum, Dahshur & Snefru’s Bent & Red Pyramid with Group
Ritual. Lunch in Memphis. Evening Sufi dancing.

Day 4: Torsdag 7 June
Morning flight to Aswan. Direct from airport to the beautiful healing temple of
Philae, dedicated to the Goddess Isis. Check-in at our Nubian village/Hotel for
evening dinner.

Day 5: Fredag 8 June
Morning workshop with Gods & Goddesses. Lunch at Elephantine island plus visiting
the Khnum Temple. Afternoon visit to Perfume shop & essential oils with possibility
for massage. Second & final night at Hotel.

Day 6: Lørdag 9 June
Drive from Aswan to Luxor (4 hours). Visit the incredible Luxor Temple & New
Egyptian Museum. Lunch at nearby Anubis Restaurant. Drive to El Kharga Oasis (3.5
hours) to spend the night in El Kharga.

Day 7: Søndag 10 June
Morning visit to Bagawat tombs and Hebes Temple. Luch at El Kharga local restaurant.
Drive 190 km to El Dakhla oasis. Check-in at Hotel El Dohous. Evening dinner Beduin
style. Just outside hotel is the warm hot springs for bathing under the starry sky –
fantastic experience!
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Day 8: Mandag 11 June
Camel ride early morning watchijng the sunrise from the camel’s back! Breakfast and
check-out of hotel. Drive to the ancient Islamic village, then lunch nearby.
We now travel through the unique White Desert region, with its amazing lunar
landscapes –mushroom, tent & chicken formations in limestone rock. A photographer’s
Paradise! Camping overnight with bonfire dinner.

Day 9: Tirsdag 12 June
After breakfast we take down the camp and make a 2-hour off road desert tour in
suitable jeeps. Our destination will be the Crystal mount. Then driving 1-hour to El
Baharryya Oasis where we take lunch in local restaurant. Our final evening in the
Western Desert.

Day 10: Onsdag 13 June
After breakfast we now make our way to Anafora Coptic Retreat Center located
along the Alexandria Road north of Cairo. Anafora is a unique self-sufficient
community of Copts,led by the charismatic Bishop Thomas. Derek has been taking
groups to Anafora for the past 10 years. We hope to arrive for evening dinner and
shall remain here until we leave for the airport.
The next days are for community living, inward reflection and meditation.
We shall participate in various Coptic rituals & evening services. There will be lots of
individual time and time for group sharing and processes.

Day 11: Torsdag 14 June
Our first full day at Anafora and our deepening inner journey. The focus of these
precious days is to assimilate the material we have experienced during our Egyptian
Adventure.

Day 12: Friday 15 June
The second day of contemplation and inner discovery amidst the peaceful &
harmonious atmosphere of the Anafora community.

Day 13: Lørdag 16 June
This is our last day at the Retreat Center and time for saying goodbye to all our new
friends. Final Ceremony at Anafora’s dome-shaped Church.

Day 14: Søndag 17 June
Early morning departure from Anafora Retreat Center and leaving Cairo with 10 am
direct flight to Kastrup, arriving kl.16.30.

______________________________________________________
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Cairo-Luxor-Aswan
Onsdag 17 Oktober to Søndag 28 Oktober 2012 – 12 nights/13 Days
- 2 nights in Cairo 5-Star Hotel;
- 3 nights in Luxor 5-Star Hotel - Moudira;
- 4 nights on ”Oriental Dream” luxurious felucca;
- 2 nights in Aswan & Nubian Hotel;
- 1 night in Cairo.
- Price: 17,250 Dkr. – Note: ALL meals included.
- Deposit of 2500 Dkr. to secure your participation.
______________________________________________________
Tour 2 takes our Scandinavian Group of travelers on a classic journey to probably the most
evocative places that Egypt can offer any visitor. The mysterious Guardian Sphinx on the Giza
plateau; the 3 Pyramids of Pharaoh Snefru (father to Khufu/Cheops Great Pyramid) at Dahshur,
that conclusively prove the Pyramids were not built for the purpose of burial chambers for one
man; the incredible Temple of Man at Luxor, the microcosm to the magnificent macrocosmic
Karnak complex, the biggest center of religious worship anywhere in the world. The West Bank of
the Nile, with the Valley of the Kings & the Medinat Habu temple; Esna, the Horus Temple of Edfu
& the dual Temple of Kom Ombo; the amazing healing temple of Philae island, dedicated to the
Goddess Isis; plus Sufi Dancing, and 4 days sailing on the Nile in our own luxury felucca, Younes
Rejser’s “Oriental Dream”!
We have called this Tour: “Initiation on the Nile” because every traveler will experience for
themselves, the grandeur of both the outer and the inner Egypt. We guarantee that you will be
deeply moved and impressed by the places, the people and the experiences we shall meet during
our 12-Day Magical Adventure. At the end of our Tour descriptions, you will find some
recommendations from previous travelers in 2010.
Derek will be accompanied on this journey with his opera-singing wife, Norsk Berit and their 3
children. Part of our unfolding Group Ritual work will also include Berit’s wonderful voice – and we
hope that to celebrate this Tour, a special CD with authentic ancient Egyptian songs, prayers &
poems, set to music by Berit & Derek will also be available.
For those spiritually attuned parents who often are frustrated by the lack of inspiring Tours for
them and their children – then this Tour will be absolutely perfect! It is designed to be childrenfriendly and suited for families wanting a radically different input than normal charter tours and
swimming pool holidays! There are so many wonderful experiences to share and enjoy with each
other – just read through the daily schedule for our 12-Day Adventure!
Yet whether you are single, wish to join as a couple, or as a family unit, our Oktober 2012 Tour has
something for everyone! We travel during the month of Libra, the Venus-ruled sign of
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Relationships, and a powerful zodiacal influence upon the entire civilization of the ancient
Egyptian. Let us together co-create with each other and with the many invisible Guardians of the
Temple Science who eagerly await our arrival in Egypt during Oktober 2012! Looking forward to
see you as part of our Scandinavian Group energy!

______________________________________________________
TRAVEL SCHEDULE FOR TOUR 2:
Day 1: Onsdag 17 Okt. 2012
Departure from Kastrup kl.14.45 direct with Egypt Air to Cairo.
Arriving circa kl.21 for check-in at Hotel.

Day 2: Torsdag 18 Okt.
Early morning visit to Meidum, Dahshur & Snefru’s Bent & Red Pyramid with Group
Ritual. Lunch in Memphis. If time permits, visiting the Giza Sphinx before sunset .

Day 3: Fredag 19 Okt.
Morning flight to Luxor – direct from airport to Karnak Temple. Group Ritual at the
Sekhmet shrine. Nearby lunch followed by visit to Luxor Temple. Check-in at our 5Star Hotel El Moudira. Evening dinner at Egyptian restaurant on the West Bank.

Day 4: Lørdag 20 Okt.
Morning visit to Medinat Habu, Temple of Ramses 111. Dinner in local restaurant
before returning to East bank of the Nile and Karnak Temple to experience the
evening “Sound & Light” show.

Day 5: Søndag 21 Okt.
Early morning visit to explore the Valley of the Kings. Afternoon free to shop in
Luxor Bazaar.

Day 6: Mandag 22 Okt.
Today we leave Luxor and travel to the nearby Esna Temple and start our 4 Day boat
cruise on the Nile, with Younes Rejser’s own luxury fulucca with Nubian crew,
“Oriental Dream”. On our first day we shall visit the tombs of El Kap – enjoy seeing
the sunset, experience Nubian music and food, then sleeping on the Nile, experiencing
Egypt as a true Egyptian!

Day 7: Tirsdag 23 Okt.
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Waking up to the sunrise, followed by breakfast on the Nile and Group Meditation.
Arriving at the magnificent Edfu Temple of the Sun-God Horus the Hawk during the
afternoon.

Day 8: Onsdag 24 Okt.
Our third day on the Nile to relax, get centered and enjoy each other.
We are making our way south towards the dual Temple of Kom Ombo, dedicated to
both the Sun-god Horus and the Crocodile God Sobek.

Day 9: Torsdag 25 Okt.
After breakfast on the Nile, our morning visit to Kom Ombo before the great mass of
Cruise boats full of tourists! We are approaching our final destination of Aswan &
soon time to say goodbye to our ship’s crew. If winds permit, we shall arrive at our
fantastic Nubian village/hotel early evening for dinner.

Day 10: Fredag 26 Okt.
After breakfast, we take a short boat trip to go to the wonderful Philae Island
Temple of Isis. Afternoon visit to Perfume & Essential Oils shop & shop in local
bazaar. Evening dinner in our Nubian hotel.

Day 11: Lørdag 27 Okt.
Early morning visit to Aswan Dam & unfinished broken Obelisk. Final evening in Aswan
and Egypt. We travel with early morning flight from Aswan direct to Cairo and then
direct flight to Copenhagen.

Day 12: Søndag 28 Oktober 2012
Early departure from hotel, leaving Aswan to Cairo & then onward to
Denmark with 10am direct flight to Kastrup, arriving kl.16.30.

Price: 17,250 Dkr.
2500 Dkr. Deposit to secure your participation.

Cairo-Luxor-Aswan-Abu Simbel
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Fredag 16 November to Søndag 25 November 2012 – 10 Days
- 2 nights in Cairo;
- 3 nights in Luxor;
- 1 night in Dendera;
- 2 nights in Aswan;
- 1 night in Abu Simbel;
- Price: 16,500 Dkr. 2500 Dkr. Deposit to secure your
participation. All meals included (breakfast, lunch & dinner)
______________________________________________________
Some people come to Egypt to see elegant buildings, ornate columns and towering pyramids.
Others come for a deeper purpose – to experience their resonance. For the ancient temple
builders, these structures were much more than beautifully crafted stonework – they were a series
of harmonics designed by master craftsman to guide subtle forces into a defined space, whose
ultimate purpose was to induce in the pilgrim a higher state of awareness. In other words, the
Egyptian temples were, first and foremost, places for self-realization. Which brings us to this Tour.
Each Temple was dedicated to a specific heavenly location or Fixed Star, which is why they are
called Star Temples. Why this should be so, is all part of the greatness of Egyptian Cosmology, and
as we move from temple to temple, we shall have a growing sense of their Plan to elevate the
consciousness of Humanity - an influence that spread to all cultures & became the dominant force
behind Western Esoteric traditions. In the Pyramid Texts of the temple of Edfu, it is stated that
following a catastrophic global Flood, groups of builder gods named “Akhu Shemsu Hor”
(“Followers of Horus”) re-established primordial mounds along the Nile, whose function was to act
as foundations for the sacred places we see today.
We have designed this unique Tour to experience 9 fantastic Star Temples (Meidum, the Red
Pyramid of Pharaoh Snefru, the Luxor Temple of Man & the Macrocosmic Karnak, Medinet Habu,
Hathor’s Denderah, Osiris temple at Abydos, the Pearl of the Nile, Isis’ temple on the island of
Philae, plus Ramses 11’s temples deepest south at Abu Simbel on Lake Nasser) to produce an
unforgettable journey and unique to Younes Rejser. In just 10 intensive Days, you, the traveler, will
experience what other travel agencies will offer over 3 such journeys!
As our Adventure unfolds, Derek will be sharing his experience of the Egyptian Star Wisdom and
how this relates to each individual traveler. Naturally this will involve specially created Group
Rituals and shamanic ceremonies along the way, all designed to create greater group
consciousness and so open the inner doors to a wider perception. These 9 Star Temples represent
symbolically the Nine Eyes of Light which are multidimensional perspectives and veils of
consciousness that we are only partially using because we have forgotten our higher potentials.
Just as we have our physical eyes and body, so too do we have other eyes or bodies that are as real
in other dimensions. These other bodies allow us to sense, navigate and unify all parts of our
human and divine selves. This unfolding work during our 10-Day Journey will bring each person
into contact with Shamanic Egyptian Astrology, guided visualizations to explore your inner
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landscape, the Star Wisdom of the Temple Science and seek to establish your Planetary
relationship to the Gods.
The constant use of a sacred place imbues it with resonance, and this is how a place really
becomes “holy” over the course of time. But that energy doesn’t come from the application of a
spiritual science alone – it is the culmination of thousands of people venerating the sacred places
over the course of time and leaving behind some of their integrity, so that future pilgrims may
drink from that energy and maintain the eternal cycle. These Star Temples are then, not just
masonry and stone – they are alive, they are living, breathing entities, living mirrors of the pure
forces that bind them, even today. And as we walk through them, a little of that resonance is
transferred to us so that we may, at the end, return to our daily lives feeling a little more inspired
and whole.
________________________________________________________________________________

TRAVEL SCHEDULE FOR TOUR 3:
Day 1: Fredag 16 November 2012
Departure from Kastrup kl.14.45 direct with Egypt Air to Cairo.
Arriving circa kl.21 for check-in at Hotel.

Day 2: Lørdag 17 Nov.
Early morning visit to Meidum, Dahshur & Snefru’s Bent & Red Pyramid with Group
Ritual. Lunch in Memphis. Late afternoon flight to Luxor.

Day 3: Søndag 18 Nov.
Morning visit to Karnak Temple with Group Ritual. Afternoon visit to Luxor Temple &
New Luxor Museum. Dinner before returning to Karnak to experience the evening
“Sound & Light” show.

Day 4: Mandag 19 Nov.
Day visit to the eternally famous Valley of the Kings & Queens, including the Medinet
Habu Temple of Ramses 111.

Day 5: Tirsdag 20 Nov.
Morning visit to Hathor’s – Goddess of Music & Joy - inspiring Temple at Dendera.
Here we see the famous Round Zodiac of Dendera. Check-in at hotel nearby so we can
make the next day’s visit to Abydos Temple circa 1½-hours drive away.

Day 6: Onsdag 21 Nov.
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Day visit to the magnificent Temple of Abydos, shrine to Osiris, King of the
Otherworld. Group Ritual in the 7-Sanctuaries of Abydos – the Mecca or ultimate
place of pilgrimage for all ancient Egyptians. Return to Luxor and our final evening at
the hotel.

Day 7: Torsdag 22 Nov.
After breakfast we travel 3 hours south from Luxor to Aswan. Check-in at our
Nubian village/Hotel and short boat trip to the healing Island of Philae, dedicated to
the Goddess Isis. Evening dinner at Hotel.

Day 8: Fredag 23 Nov.
We join the coach convoy to visit Abu Simbel, and the spectacular rock temples of
Ramses 11, deepest south by Lake Nasser. We leave at 11am. arriving circa kl.14. Stay
overnight to explore this unique region with a Nubian hotel overlooking the Lake.
Group meditation.

Day 9: Lørdag 24 Nov.
Group Sunrise Ritual at kl.06.00, followed by flight from Abu Simbel direct to Cairo
for Sunset Ritual at the Sphinx. Check-in at Hotel. Final evening in Egypt. Possible
Sufi dancing.

Day 10: Søndag 25 November 2012
Early departure from hotel and leaving Cairo with 10am direct flight to Kastrup,
arriving kl.16.30.

Price: 16,500 Dkr. (All-inclusive)
2500 Dkr. Deposit to secure your participation.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION:
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To Register:
Decide which of the 3 Tours you want to join and register your participation with a
2500 Dkr. Deposit sent to:
(A) For travelers living in Denmark: Den Danske Bank
Reg. Nr. 3361 Konto: 3127152276 - Derek R. Seagrief
(B) For travelers living outside Denmark:
Den Danske Bank
International HQ, Holmens Kanel 2-12, 1012 Copenhagen K.Denmark.
SWIFT Code: DABADKKK
IBAN Code: DK683000 3127152276
Konto: Derek R. Seagrief
Please send an email with your choice of Tour 1, 2 or 3, marked clearly, plus details of
your NAME as it appears written in your PASSPORT, plus mobile number.
Send to: derek@seagrief.com
PAYMENT:
TOUR 1: 4-17 June 2012: “Evoking the Gods & Goddesses of Ancient Egypt” –
14 Days; Price: 12,500 Dkr.
TOUR 2: 17-28 Oktober 2012: ”Initiation on the Nile” – 12 nights/13 Days;
Price: 17,250 Dkr.
TOUR 3: 16-25 November 2012: “9 Star Temples of Ancient Egypt” – 10 Days;
Price: 16,500 Dkr.

Your Deposit secures your participation – then full payment of the remaining balance
is required to reach YOUNES REJSER Aps, no later than 1 month before departure.
You will be given bank details for making the final payment after we have received
your Deposit.
Payment is for shared accommodation.
If you require single accommodation, then please add an extra 2500 Dkr. on the total
amount. If you are travelling with young children, please enquire with Younes Rejser
the costs per traveler before booking.
Payment includes:
International flights, visa and any domestic flights inside Egypt, all transport, hotel
accommodation – plus ALL MEALS (breakfast, lunch & dinner) INCLUDED!
Payment also includes English speakling Guides, entry to all archeological sites,
temples, museums, boat trips and tips to our Egyptian guides.
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As normal, Derek will be providing specially produced written material during the
Tour. This printed Compilation will enable you to come quickly and deeper into the
significance of the places we visit.
Soon after we receive your Deposit, a list of “USEFUL THINGS TO KNOW” about
practical items when travelling in Egypt will be sent to your email address.
This includes info about vaccination, tips to have good health during the trip, weather
conditions, money, insurance, social customs of the Moslem culture etc.
And naturally, if you have any questions about any aspect of the Tour, please don’t
hesitate to contact us.
Language:
We have been traveling with Scandinavian groups, both large & small numbers, to all
parts of Egypt for more than 22 years. It is normal that we are a mixture of Danish,
Norsk & Svensk travelers. English will naturally be the main language of Derek’s
teaching and our Egyptian Guides, yet everyone is welcome to communicate within the
group in whatever Nordic language they feel most comfortable with. We see this as a
useful way of enjoying cooperation between our Nordic Lands, promoting group
consciousness and travelling through Egypt as a Scandinavian entity.
CONTACT:
Derek Seagrief – email: derek@seagrief.com or Mobile: +45-23817618
Website: www.seagrief.com
Younes Rejser Aps – Grithsvej 15, 2791 Dragør, Denmark
Medlem af Rejsegarantifonden nr. 2118
Dorthe & Osama Younes – email: younesrejser@younesrejser.dk
Website: www.younesrejser.dk
Tel: +45-36 99 05 27
Mobile: +45-26 35 09 59
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